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Fitting Instructions - Windows

1 Decide where your display will start - (We would advise working left to right)

2 Attach one of the top connectors to your top windowsill or ceiling

3 Warning  = Top connectors supports all the weight so, ensure a secure fitting, use your own unique screws if necessary!

4 Thread supplied cable through, secure and at this point you will have the cable suspended from your ceiling

5 Repeat steps 2 to 4 for additional cables however; calculate the measurements between cables with grippers and acrylics

6 First and Last cables (end-cables) thread 8x single grippers onto each cable

7 Central cables thread 8x double grippers onto each cable

8 Decide the location of first acrylic - slide grippers to each corner and secure, also use a spirit level

9 Next acrylic (underneath the first) is then, added - we recommend a 5cms gap between each acrylic

10 Once first column has been completed now, move onto the next column
11 Once all columns have been completed

12 Amend grippers and acrylics so, they are all level and secure - that's it

13 Now add your property details!

Congratulations you have now 'Completed your Display' 

Fitting Instructions - Walls

This is the same process as fitting the window type display except the cables holders require the following steps
1 Decide where your display will start - (We would advise working left to right)

2 Secure top section of cable holder into your wall using a raw plug and screw

3 Reattach the top section to holder, at this point you will have your cable hanging down - repeat for all other cables

4 Remove the middle Tensioner, thread your 8x grippers onto each cable (Singles on end cables and Doubles on joining cables)

5 Follow window steps 8 to 12
6 Now replace the Tensioner on each cable but, before doing so, cut the cable to the desired length

7 Now attach the bottom holder to your wall

8 Now adjust the Tensioner to make the cable taut
9 Repeat the process for all additional cables - that's it

10 Now add your property details!

Congratulations you have now 'Completed your Display' 
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Explanation:

1. Reveals "A4 Double Acrylics"

A4 A4 A4 A4 2. End cables support the acrylics utilising 'Single Grippers'

3. Central cables support the acrylics utilising 'Double Grippers'

4. Each Acrylic is gripped utilising 4x grippers (1x each corner)

Hence:

1. If you have ordered say 2x columns then, as shown image

2. If you have ordered say 3x columns then, another central cable is added

3. If you have ordered say 4x columns then, 2x ends and 2x central cables
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